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Black Hole - A Beginning, not the End 
Purujit Malik, India 

Abtract-A black hole is a region of space from which nothing, not even light, can escape. According to the general theory of 
relativity[2], it starts existing when spacetime gets curved by a huge mass. There is a sphere around the black hole. If something 
goes inside the sphere, it can not leave. This sphere is called the event horizon. A black hole is black because it absorbs all the 
light that hits it. It reflects nothing, just like a perfect black body in thermodynamics. Under quantum mechanics, black holes 
have a temperature and emit Hawking radiation, which makes them slowly get smaller.Because black holes are very hard to see, 
people trying to see them look for them by the way they affect other things near them. The place where there is a black hole can 
be found by tracking the movement of stars that orbit somewhere in space. Or people can find it when gas falls into a black hole, 
because the gas heats up and is very bright[1].However besides all these theories we still do not know what a black hole and dark 
matter is because all these theories rely on the much physical aspect of things and not on a unified understanding of creation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A 19y/o’s observation on black holes vs what today’s scientists say. 
This theory is an attempt to look at creation and universal phenomenon through an entirely different perspective .this theory 
provides an insight into creation by unifying everything in nature which does not rely on analytical approach but through individual 
observation making it easy for everybody to get a taste of knowing by observing how colors behave in nature. 

II. STUDY 
Today scientists say that a black hole is a dense ball of matter with immense mass packed in a small space,which is formed when a 
star dies ,whose gravitational pull is so strong that even light cannot escape.which is true on the physical level but what they are 
trying to say is black hole Is the end of a life of a star .what I think is black hole Is not the end but it’s the beginning of creation ,a 
life In the making.if we just do not believe on theories and theories and just look around us,everything around us is in constant 
process of life ,birth and death ,animals are born and they die,a tree grows ,gives birth to a smaller one ,becomes food for other 
species and dies and another tree grows in its place.this means creation hasn’t ceased,its form may have changed but hasn’t 
stopped.even if we do not want to apply this principle to celestial bodies and want to look from a more scientific approach ,I just to 
want to ask u ,what do u see in a black hole? U don’t see anything because in order to see it light has to pass after reflection,what u 
see of a black hole is an image on the computer whose screen is not pure black ,and even if u still say u can see it,then u can only 
see the periphery of the light that has been bent by its pull.so if u observe a black hole u will see that its absorbing everything that’s 
coming its way,that’s because the star which was radiating energy/light at one point of time has lost its energy and has collapsed and 
has become a void which is just trying to absorb energy so that it can radiate once again which it eventually will,even what what 
they call as dark matter is just this ,the beginning of creation with a lack of enough energy to be something.we know that white 
radiates and black absorbs, the two dualities of nature.but black isn’t actually black,its void,a lack of white.a black hole isn’t 
something exotic ,its just has a property of void with the mass of a star.everything around us is a kind of black hole,even a red t shirt 
is a black hole because It absorbs everything except red,that’s why u see it as red because its able to radiate it,but a black hole has 
nothing to reject bcz it’s a complete lack of everything which will eventually become white ,everything in this universe is trying to 
become white ,u may call it pure consciousness,there are different ways to look at the same thing.even we human being are trying to 
become white,yogis call this enlightenment.so in a way everything in nature is trying to become pure consciousness be it a pen,a 
planet its just we humans in our experience aren’t aware about this.looking at the color aspect is just one way of looking at the 
universal phenomenon.humans try to become better,bigger,expand,what they are trying to do is somehow get to that  integration 
with the source of nature around us but they are doing in their own ways and they don’t know what they are eventually doing.today 
scientists like to mess up their brains doing intense mathematical calculations about everything without trying to have a clarity or 
understanding of the thing they are studying ,that’s why something that is so basic ,people make it almost impossible to know 
because they want to put everything into their logic but there is no limit to logic,how can you understand something that created you 
through ur own minimal logic,its just a waste of time.but if u want to know how things work then logic is an excellent tool.what I 
told you were just my observations,they can be right or they can be wrong,its up to you if you want to accept my “theory”.u may ask 
why did I relate pure consciousness with becoming white,its because just as a black hole absorbs everything before radiating and 
becomes a white source of light,once this happens the process of becoming void again happens by itself,because while absorbing 
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what will come its way isn’t decided by it and has to be a conscious process but once it reaches the peak of its creation ,radiating 
and becoming the void again happens by itself.this applies for everything in nature,humans too.so everything rises from a void and 
becomes a void again.the fact that light is an energy and there is only white light and no black light tells us that there exists only one 
thing in entire universe which is energy,when it begins to manifest itself ,creation happens out of a void and when it ceases 
,everything becomes a void again. 

III. ANOTHER OBSERVATION TO BACK THE THEORY 
We have always known that the universe as we know was created out of an explosion and everything in this creation is energy 
vibrating at a certain frequency,what we know as our existence is a reverberance of an explosion that had occurred before 
everything came into being and is not an actual explosion happening right now because an explosion is a quick happening,what 
happens after that is a consequence of it,and since energy has to constantly vibrate to keep itself going ,this means that its not the 
nature of existence to keep existing ,once the manifestation ceases it will again go back to a void. 

 

Also we observe that energy constantly fluctuates between existing and non-existing where amplitude(max) is existence and 0 
amplitude is non-existence ,so something completely nonexistent has to guide this energy to work like this which we can call as 
pure consciousness ,and it also shows that the nature of nature has always been to not exist and be a void and once something 
manifests,it will again become nothing/void. 
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